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Abstract

As the primary source of information dissemination, social media networks have surpassed traditional
news organisations for the first time. Nonetheless, as the number of people who use social media websites grows, they become more susceptible to the spread of misinformation, making it increasingly difficult to distinguish between real news and false news in real time. In this paper, we proposed a machine
learning technique for the detection of fake comments in social networks. According to the results of
the experiment, it is clear that the machine learning technique efficiently detects the fake comments.
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1. Introduction
For many reasons, social media has overtaken email as the most important distribution and
consumption medium for news and information. For starters, getting news via social media
is usually faster and less expensive than getting news from conventional sources[1]. Further,
engaging and interacting with other readers by commenting, debating, and fighting with
them is a great method to get one’s points through while also encouraging participation and
participation. Despite these developments, spreading real-time information with the use of
social media has contributed to the spread of disinformation, often referred to as fake comments
and reviews.
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Recommendations and feedback are becoming more important as internet communication
technology advances. In today’s world, people are increasingly relying on internet reviews
to assist them make a purchasing choice. For company owners, internet comments are a way
to develop and better their enterprises. Product enhancements may be made based on user
input via online comments. However, internet remarks are not always honest, and false online
comments are common [2]. There are company owners that will pay for nice or poor evaluations
regarding their rivals’ items to be written. Consumers are misled by these phoney reviews and
end up purchasing inferior goods because of it. Both consumers and sellers depend on honest
evaluations to guide their purchasing choices, and false testimonials may have a significant
impact on both. Innocent clients may suffer financial losses as a result of this. As a result, many
people are interested in learning how to spot fake comments. Most shopping websites, on the
other hand, have solely addressed the issue of negative ratings and comments. As a result, the
detection of false reviews is critical in both corporate and academic settings[3].

2. Related Work
Several academics have offered a number of methods for identifying various cyber threats
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8] as well as phoney reviews and comments[9, 10]. In this part, we discuss some of
the most extensively used fraudulent review and comment detection techniques.
There are a number of popular social networking sites, like Facebook and Twitter, that are
used by internet users to obtain information on the World Wide Web[11]. Spammers and
hackers who transmit harmful depicted objects in the form of spam through social networking
platforms are examples of content protection[12, 13].
Online social networking has developed as one of the most popular methods to exchange
information and communicate with others in the course of everyday life. Online social networking is a fun and convenient way to meet new people and keep in touch with old friends. There
are, however, worries about user privacy and account security. During events, people use social
media sites like Twitter and Facebook to disseminate false information. Author in [14] presented
a method to identify phoney accounts by studying the features of dangerous information that
spreads in real-time. Fake profiles are created by stealing the personal information of a real user
and utilising that information to establish a new profile. As time goes on, the profile gets hacked
such that it may send friend requests to a friend of the original account holder. The suggested
method outlines our chrome extension-based architecture for detecting bogus Twitter accounts
by examining several attributes.
Web applications are automatically scanned for XSS attack vectors using XSS-explorer, a
universal and automated server-side flexible framework proposed by the author in [8]. Extensive
XSS attack investigations are generated for each web application’s injection locations, which may
be explored using the built-in XSS-explorer tool. This strategy relies on approaches that allow
for the accurate filling of injection locations in forms with relevant information. Identification
of these points allows us to search for every possible web page of the application, allowing us
to look for more attack vectors and speeding up the process of finding them.

3. Setup
The suggested method uses six core machine learning techniques to identify bogus news.
Tokenization and stop phrasing are the first steps in the recommended technique. Stastical
approaches are used to assess the performance of each ML methodology.
It might take a long time and be difficult to determine if a remark is real or not. Because
of this, a previously gathered and recognised dataset of bogus news was deployed. We drew
inspiration for our project from the Kaggle database. The dataset includes a header, title and
text columns, as well as a fake/real comment item flag.
It is necessary to remove stop words from text before adding it into machine learning models.
Our models will perform better if we can use these methods to find and optimise the most
relevant terms. There are a lot of useless words and strange characters in our datasets since
we utilise real-world news items. Our data collection was simplified as a consequence of the
removal of these extraneous characters. Stop words are removed as the last step in preprocessing.
They were thus omitted from all of our testing due to the potential for excessive noise they
would have generated.
In the last section, we used machine learning models to pre-process the data. In order to get
over this limitation, we employ a counter vectorized to translate the text data into vector form.
Finally, we evaluate the performance of multiple machine learning models using statistical
techniques.

4. Results and Disscusion
It is possible to improve the classification accuracy of various techniques by varying the quantity
of labelled data used in training . When just a tenth of the labelled data is utilised, the suggested
detection methods demonstrate an improvement in performance of up to three percent, while
simultaneously improving the accuracy and lowering the false postive. After extracting and
transforming the undesired content using tokenization algorithms. Following that, we trained
distinct models using machine learning techniques. The performance of these machine learning
models is evaluated using following eqations, and result is represented in figure 1.
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Figure 1: Statistical Parameters Calculation

5. Conclusion
We examined social media reviews and comments in this research and created a novel approach
for detecting fraudulent reviews and comments. We used machine learning technologies to
identify fake reviews and comments. To show our system’s usefulness and efficiency, we
compared it to a variety of other temporal outlier detection approaches. Detecting fraudulent
reviews using review data involves various challenges. Our study could not conclusively
establish when a product is most likely to be the subject of fake reviews and comments, which
is an exciting topic for more research.
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